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Tomogram Enhancement using Iterative Error Correction Algorithm

*Dae-Sik Ko and *Jun-Sok Park

Abstract

We developed an iterative algorithm which could improve the resolution of reconstructed tomograms having random at
tenuation patterns and analyzed the limitation of this algorithm. The simple back-and-forth propagation algorithm has 
depth resolution about four wavelengths. An iterative algorithm, based on back-and-forth propagation, can be used to im
prove the resolution of reconstructed tomograms. We analyzed the wavefield for multi-layered specimen and programmed 
iterative algorithm using Clanguage. Simulation results show that the images get clearer as the number of iterations 
increases. Also, unambiguous images can be reconstructed using this algorithm even when the layer separation is only two 
wavelengths. However, this iteration algorithm comes up with an incoirect solution for the number of projections less than 
five,

I . Introduction

The acoustic microscope was introduced as an alterna
tive to optical, x-ray, and 이ectron microscopy. The con
ventional scanning laser acoustic microscope(SLAM) gen
erates shadowgraphs at the surface of a specimen which 
may be opaque to light or may be damaged by x-ray and 
electron beams. However, the depth resolution of the 
SLAM is poor due to diffraction and overlapping of the 
depth-planes. The scanning tomographic acoustic micro- 
scope(STAM) has been proposed as a method to over
come the limitations of 다le SLAM. The STAM uses sev
eral projections and the back-and-forth propagation(BFP) 
algorithm [1|. Using multiple projections generated by dif
ferent incident wavefields, a clear image of an arbitrary 
subsurface plane can be obtained. It has been shown that 
the depth resolution of BFP algorithm is four wavelengths 
of the insonifying wave. However, when the layer separ
ation becomes less than four wavelengths, overlapping of 
one layer is seen on the reconstructed image of the other 
layer being imaged. In order to enhance the resolution of 
the STAM, we studied STAM using shear waves |2].

On the other hand, an image obtained from multiple 
projections can be enhanced by employing iterative error 
correction algorithm. This algorithm involves propagating 
each incident wavefield through the estimated trans
mission functions. The results of the numerical propa

gation are compared against the received data to obtain
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error wavefields. From error wavefields, the correction 
terms for each plane can be determined [3, 4].

In this paper, we developed an iterative algorithm 
which improves the depth resolution of STAM. We an
alyzed the wavefield for multi-layered specimen and the 
iterative algorithm based on BFP algorithm. In order to 
show the performance of iterative algorithm, tomographic 
reconstruction was simulated for varying of layer separ
ation with random attenuation patterns(Korean penny) 
and limitation of this algorithm are also examined.

II. Iteration algorithm for multilayered 

specimen

In order to analyze the wavefield for multi-layer speci
men, a specimen which is homogeneous except for two 
layers at Z\ and 而 as shown in Fig. 1 is considered.

Figure 1. BFP algorithm.

Let transmittance matrix of the layers be Ti and 7 2, re
spectively. Also, let the sampled wavefield just Elow Z\ 
be u\. Then, For the specimen insonified by sampled 
source wavefield uSy the sampled wavefield U\ after pass
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ing through the first layer can be driven by

U\ -U\ T] = (usW^Ti, (1)

where Wq is a Toeplitz matrix, representing forward pro

pagation from z,- to Zi |3, 5|.

甲。=1으二^ 热, ⑵

In r
where r = [x2 十寸 +(z】 -zs)2 ll/2 and " = 쯧 .

Similarly, the sampled wavefield just b이。w zz is & and 

we can write Eg. (3).

Ui-u^ W\, ⑶

where W\ represents forward propagation from 2i to z?.
The wavefield after the second layer is related to Uy 

by

Then, The received wavefield at the receiver c츠n be writ

ten as

“，=姐 = 八 T2W2, (5)

where Wi is represents the propagation from z2 to zr -
When the received wavefield is computationally back 

propagated to , the back propagated fi이d 饥 can be re

lated to the received wavcfiekl by

V^UrW^W；' . (6)

Substituting ur using Eq. (5) gives

=釦八歩 w 사
= uxT\WA\ 이

二的八 +%"用'"2—l)W「

= U\T} +% ⑺

In similar manner, the back propagated wavefield v2 at

Z2 is given by

V2~U\W \1\ +«1(T| — 1) W7! 7^2 — «2^2 - ⑻

The second terms in Eq. (7) and (8) are the noise-like 
sign시 components. These components are expected to be 

canceled out with a number of projections obtained by 
varying the angle of incidence.

We 니se the estimate of T\ as the transmittance of the 
second la yer in reconstructing the transmittance of the 
first layer. Thus,

mN 2、 ⑼

where N)is the error in the estimate caused by undesired 
noise-like signal components. The received wavefield is 
backpropagated through this estimated transmittance of 
the second layer to the first layer. Then, Eq. (6) is given

训』佑 WT (丁;)7 卬 j', (10)

where the superscript (1) denotes the estimate in first iter
ation. Now, Eq. (9) can be written as

7'；' = 7项1 +7项 M). (11)

Theiefore,

니丁 2(l 시:시一니

=(1 +"V" T'-'
(12)

Substituting ur and (葛)'for Eq. (10) gives

v{；'=UrW^(Tê Wr

= 的 八 册7挤忆시 -

=5 项 (13)

Eq. (13) can be used to find the estimate of the transmit

tance of 나le first layer, 77-

丁件匸+M. (14)

Using this estimated wavefield forward propagated 

through T\ to 也 is found to

= z幻殆 Wi (15)

Therefore, the wavefield back propagated to 互 becomes

v^^U\TxW}TiW2WI{

=的— 幻 丁2
-W| T?-u} T\W} M W\T2 (16)
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Substituting Eq. (15) for (16), we get

= u^T2-n{r (17)

Now we can use Eq. (16) to estimate T? and find the next 
estimate of T\ and use that to find the next estimate of T2 
and so on till we get to the required resolution. Continu
ing the iterative process using back and forward propa
gation, the noise terms in Eq. (7) and (8) are expected to 

be decreased.
Fig. 2 shows flow diagram for processing iteration al

gorithm. This process is repeated until a clear reconstruc
tion of each layer without overlap from the other layer is 

obtained.

Figure 2. Flow diagram of iteration algorithm.

IK. Simulations and analysis

In order to investigate the performance of our tech
nique, we use a specimen having three-dimensional object 

with a planar structure. It is assumed to have no attenu
ation except for two thin layers separated by a distance of 
several wavelengths. The attenuation patterns of the 
layers, the top and bottom side of the Korean penny, are 
obtained by using scanner as shown in Fig. 3.

For the simulation of tomographic reconstruction, the 
specimen rotation scheme was employed[l|. The specimen 
rotation scheme, rotating circularly with a constant angu
lar increment through 360°, produces a number of pro
jections.

Fig. 4 shows reconstructed images for twenty iterations

Figure 3. Sim니laled patterns of the layer of interest within the 
specimen.

with the layer separation of the two wavelengths. Fig. 4- 
(a), (b), (c) and (d) are obtained by using four, five, six 
and nine projections, respectively. Results show that the 
tomograms get clearer as the number of iterations incre
ases, but there arc still overlapping in four projections 
case.

(b) 5 projections

(c) 6 projections (d) 9 projections

Fig나re 4. Reconstructed images versus number of the projections 
(iterations = 20).
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Fig. 5 shows mean-squarcs-error(MSE) versus the num
ber of iterations, for several case of the projections. As 
we expected. The errors decreases as the number of iter
ation increases.
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Figure 5. MSE in the reconstructed image versus number of it
erations.

Fig, 6 shows the reconstructed images obtained with 
none, one, five and tw미ily iterations, rcspcctiv시y. The 
images reconstructed using BFP with no iteration have

out-of-focus image(overlapping). Again, the images get 
clearer as the number of iterations increases.

IV. Conclusions

In this paper, we developed an iterative algorithm which 
could improve the res이ution of reconstructed tomograms 
and demonstrated the limitation of this algorithm. This 
algorithm, based on back-and-forth propagation algor
ithm, has the depth resolution about two wavelengths 
after live projections. However, presented iteration algor
ithm taking more computing time than the simple back- 
and-forth propagation algorithm, there exists trade-ofT 
computational efficiency and resolution of reconstructed 
image.
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(a) BFP (b) 1 iteration (c) 5 iterations (d) 20 iterations

Figure 6. Reconstructed images using BFP and iteration algoriihm(pmje디ions = 9).
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